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ABSTRACT.
We construct a cone of potentials from a T-monotone operator and use this to give smoothness of supersolutions solving a minimum problem.
Introduction.
In the different theories of potential there are cones of 
Since A is strictly T-monotone, R(u -v) < w.
Proof of (2). This is indicated by Lewy and Stampacchia [9] Since A is strictly monotone, R(u -v) = x, and since x < u by (4), we have shown that (2) We note that for m > n, * + n~lFw > w* + m~lFw > /, W giving w >w,so that (w ,), being an increasing sequence converging weakly to w in U, is also strongly convergent by normality of the cone.
Since \w I is order bounded in U , it is bounded and, hence, a subsequence of w i converges weakly in U to w , say. Since A restricted to 1^: Aw C u\ is maximal monotone as an operator from U to P(U ), w is in Aw. Taking limits in w +72 Fiz; < zz + n Pu cives w < u . Q.E.D. Proof. Given x and y in W, set u -v = inf(x, y) and / = inf(Ax, Ay). License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
